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Division Points
Indian Nations Division of the National Model Railroad Association
www.tulsanmra.org

Issue No. 49

May 21st Meeting

From the Superintendent
The division is sponsoring a Challenge, a 576 square inch challenge. Hopefully this will be the
first of many challenges to encourage members to model and even
do things outside of their comfort
zone.
You can find more information on
this challenge on the division web
page and in this newsletter. If you
haven’t started, don’t worry you
have plenty of time before November to put something together.
The idea of this challenge is to
build a micro operating layout, it
can be a pizza, circle of track with
scenery, or a complex industry.
Challenge your modeling skills
and put something together.
I’ve had several say the challenge
is a good thing, motivates them to
do something they might not otherwise do. Start thinking of what
you might like future challenges to
be.
See you at the meeting!

Dave Salamon

May 2016

Show and Tell:
locomotive
Clinics/Presentations:
DCC Speed Matching and basic programming using
JMRI - Steve Davis
New Orleans Streetcars and Botanical Garden Railroad
Vernon Guess

Layout Visit
HO Scale Donner Pass—Jim Sinclair

The Road to Omaha, 2016
June 2-5, 2016
Hilton Garden Inn
Council Bluff, IA
www.whd.mcor-nmra.org/convention/

HighBall To Indy
2016 NMRA Na onal Conven on
July 3-10, 2016
Westin Hotel
50 South Capitol Ave Indianapolis, IN 46204
www.nmra2016.org
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2016 MEETINGS
May 21– Locomotives
September 17 - Photography/Collectibles
November 19 - Structures and Dioramas

INDIAN NATIONS
OFFICERS
Superintendent

Meetings are from 9:30 to 12:30
In the Frossard auditorium, in the Maple Room

Dave Salamon

New Hardesty Library
8316 E. 93rd St.

Assistant Superintendent

(Just East of Memorial on 93rd St.)

Director

Charlie Tapper

Jim Senese

Paymaster
Hal Blakeslee

Achievement Program
John Anderson

Larry’s Question of the Month:
How many miles of railroad track in the United States at its peak in 1916?
(If you have a railroad question and answer that you’d like to ask of the group let Larry Munro know about it!)

Dennis Sullivan

918-646-9334
539‐777‐4482
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What can you build in 576 Square Inches?
Indian Nations Division Micro/Mini Layout Challenge
To help promote the hobby, encourage modeling, and to challenge you as modelers, the Indian Nations Division is hosting a Micro/Mini Layout Challenge to all members of the Indian Nations Division.
The layout is more than just a diorama…trains must move under their own power through the scene. The
layout can be a simple pizza style layout; circle of track built in and around a scene, or it can be a switching
layout. You are limited to 576 square inches of layout space, you are allowed an additional off stage fiddle
yard or transfer table that is part of the operations but not the sceniced part of the layout. If modeling a waterfront layout that has a car float with no other connections to the outside world, the car float will not be included in the calculation of your total area. You can build it to any scale/gauge combination you want to.
Examples of what can be done in 576 square inches are: 6”x96”, 12”x48”, 18”x30”, 27” diameter
Need some inspiration visit the late Carl Arendt’s web site :
http://www.carendt.com/category/small-layout-scrapbook/
http://www.carendt.com/micro-layout-design-gallery/
“Micro layouts are small model railroads, usually less than three or four square feet in area, that nonetheless
have a clear purpose and excellent operating capability.”
Several different forms have micro/mini layout articles/projects posted on them:
http://www.railroad-line.com/forum/forum.asp?FORUM_ID=73
http://www.freerails.com/view_forum.php?id=40
All Micro/Mini layouts must be brought to the November meeting, put on display and trains must operate.
Pizza type layouts must have the train running in around it…switching type layouts must be able to successfully traverse the layout.
All layouts brought in will be judged by all Indian Nations Division members attending the November meeting.
Each person will be given a ballot which each person will be able to vote on their favorite layout.
To encourage everyone to participate and promote the hobby, if there are 2-4 entrees, then a 2 year membership to the NMRA ($132 value) will be given to the overall favorite or they can accept $100 and a 1 year
membership to the NMRA ($66 value) for the second favorite or they can accept $50. If there are 5-8 then
then a 2 year membership to the NMRA ($132 value) will be given to the overall favorite or they can accept
$100 and a 1 year membership to the NMRA ($66 value) for the second and third favorite or they can accept
$50. If there are 9 or greater, then a 2 year NMRA membership ($132 value) plus an additional $100 for
overall favorite or accept $200, 2 year NMRA membership($132) for second or accept $100, 1 year NMRA
membership ($66 value) for third and fourth or accept $50. Every person that enters, if not an NMRA member, will be given a 6 month trial NMRA membership on behalf of the Indian Nations Division.
We look forward to seeing how creative our members can be.
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January Highlights
From Junk to Junket - Ed Bommer
Ed gave us a very information presentation on
how he took a very old O scale passenger car
kit and modified it to a very specific Passenger
car owned by the late Railroad book authors
Luscious Beebe & Charles Clegg called the Virginia City.

Before talking about the passenger car, Ed shared
the photo of the Virginia City parked near Montery
Bay with their cars parked in front of the passenger
car on the siding.
Ed found these two O scale collector cars that were
same style in the photos but you can see needed
some repainting to match the prototype automobiles.
Also needing the proper license
plates, Ed found some online and
took and used a photo editor to
create proper license plates for the
vehicles.
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January Highlights(cont’d)

As you can see this car needed some TLC...Was missing
parts such as the railings on the back, one of the trucks
and various other details. Also when it came down to it the
window arrangement was not proper, not the roof line.
Ed needed a pair of trucks, and then modified them to
match the prototype.
The car sides and eds has some very heavy paint that
needed stripped off before
continuing with the project.
Ed used his table saw to
cut the roof down to
proper size.
In this view you can
see Ed has completely
redone the roof with air
conditioning ducts, details, the sides all
cleaned up and new
floor with rubber bands
holding it together at
this stage.
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January Highlights(cont’d)
Here you can see that the car is sitting on its
trucks, the new endwall that is built with its
working lift up floor pieces. You can also see
that one of the railing sections was missing
which Ed had to scratch build.

Turning his focus to
the underbody details
working from prototype layout drawings,
the hard part remembering that the drawings are looking down
through the floor
which is a mirror of
how the details are
installed on the bottom of the car.
Once Ed had all the parts built and located,
modifications to the car, he completely disassembled it to paint it.
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January Highlights(cont’d)
With the outside done
with the car it was time to
turn to the interior. Not
a lot of photos to work
with Ed began the process of building the interior based on the few
that he located.

All was left to do was few decals, additional details.

Then place it on the diorama.
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January Highlights(cont’d)
National Narrow Gauge Convention—Dave Steensland
Dave shared with us photos from many of the layouts that were open during the 2015
National Narrow Gauge Convention in Houston. Here are just a few photos.
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques
By Tony Burgess
Adding a sign to a wall

I wanted to thin the signs that go on the sides, and replicate the original building as much as possible. What I
wanted to do was use dry transfers over a painted sign,
but I couldn't find the right size and font. So, I resorted to
using an old trick of mine. I took the hint from the instructions and made a few copies of the signs, and I am
glad I did, gave me a chance to experiment a bit. The
first thing was to spray the face of the sign with dullcoat.
On smaller signs this isn't necessary, but the larger ones
tear a bit more. If you notice in the photos, I then soaked
the sign after the dullcoat dried, in water for a few seconds to wet it, and having an eye dropper handy to add
more water as needed. Turning the sign face down, I
take a razor blade and peel off the backing, millimeter
by millimeter. Eventually, it just rolls off. While it is still a
little wet, I add glue to the wall and place the sign where
it needs to go. I still have a bit more to add to it. I then,
before that dries, take a FRESH razor blade and slice
around the center word, and at the colors and remove
the white "bowtie" white areas. I did the same with the
longer sign above it.
Now, I have included the real photo here so you can
compare, but if you notice above the door, there is a
blue G and part of an A. I think there was a previous
sign in blue, so I replicated that too on my wall. You can
just see it, as on the real one.
To weather the walls, I used pan pastels, which give it a
real nice worn dirty look I like. I also added the caps.
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques
By Tony Burgess
To weather the walls, I used pan pastels, which give it
a real nice worn dirty look I like. I also added the caps.

I refined the sign a little more. Getting there,
one brush stroke at a time.

Prototype photo below
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Show
& Tell
Henry Townsend
HO Scale
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Show
& Tell
Ed Bommer
O Scale Diorama
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Show & Tell

Ed Bommer — O scale scratch built from drawings in1953 Car Buildiers Cyclopedia

Ed Bommer — O scale Athern Kit with addition of brake piping, rigging & Interior

Ed Bommer — O scale All Nation re-detailed for a specific car from RMC
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Show
& Tell
Steve Campbell—HO Scale
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Dave Salamon
N Scale OP Caboose from his
teenage years.
7.5” gauge logging caboose built
by Lowell Eggert

Show & Tell

Graeme Nitz—PRR Print
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Thank you Steve Davis
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Steve Davis—KCS 3rd Sub
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Ed Bommer O Scale Diorama of L. Beebe and C. Clegg Virginia City

